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Aims
´ To make the CEFR tangible and provide support and guidance for teachers and 

syllabus designers

´ To make the teaching/planning process more transparent
´ To provide support for self-directed study

´ Document the core of English taught at CEFR levels A1 to C1
´ Functions and notions

´ Discourse markers

´ Grammar

´ Lexis

´ Not intended to guide course developers or examination bodies 
´ Waystage (A2) 

´ Threshold Level (B1)

´ Vantage Level (B2) 

´ English Profile project 



Development

Stage 5 Writing CEFR-based scenarios

Stage 4 Identifying text types

Stage 3 Writing the exponents

Stage 2 Creation of Inventory

Stage 1 Data Collection and Analysis



Sources

Analysis of 
language 

implied by CEFR 
descriptors

Analysis of 
content 

common in 
EAQUALS CEFR-

based 
language 

school syllabi

Analysis of 
content of 

popular 
coursebooks

Teacher surveys 
(BC / EAQUALS)



Documentation of best 
practice

•Not what to teach but 
what is being taught

•Not prescriptive
•Don’t teach everything in 

the inventory
•Don’t only teach what is in 

the inventory

Use

•Core inventory has been 
created with teachers and 
learners in mind. 

•Each language point 
appears at the level(s) at 
which it is considered of 
most relevance to the 
learner in the class room. 

•Decisions on recycling left 
to teachers/syllabus writers

•Does not replace needs 
analysis or listening to 
students



What is the Core Inventory?

a practical reference of 
“minimum core content”

not

a specification 
meeting needs 

of a specific group of learners



Outcomes 1: Coursebooks

The relationship is clearest from B1 to C1. Beginners books are clearly A1. Books labelled 
“elementary” span the content for A1 and A2. The greatest confusion is with books labelled “pre-
intermediate” since both schools and publishers use this expression in different ways. Essentially “pre-
intermediate” appears to correspond most closely to the more demanding content of A2, sometimes 
called A2+. In the analysis in this project, beginners’ materials were analysed in relation to A1, pre-
intermediate materials in relation to A2, and elementary materials in relation to both A1 and A2.



Outcomes 2: Map of language problems across levels
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1



Outcomes 3: Map of text types across levels



Outcomes 4: Core language points



Outcomes 5



Outcomes 6: Prototype Scenarios





Download the scenario template

´ https://readycloud.netgear.com/client/dllink.html#t=1h349lf5zizzxonukzle7oj3fp5/Scenari
o%20template.xlsx
´ PWD: MmE5MThhMzNj
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